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Volume, market share or profit. What’s your primary pricing priority?

• Twelve month comparisons show change since
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• Three month comparisons show change since
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• Rental rate changes compare the rates in effect at
the time of the survey with those in effect three or
twelve months ago.
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market to new highs

Changing your pricing policy may well be your most powerful lever for
business and a 34 year leasing industry veteran
profit. Make your action plan now!
Editor: Professor Colin Tourick Editor in Chief: Brian Rogerson

Fleet sizes are increasing at an impressive rate, with leasing numbers hitting all
time records, suggesting that careful pricing and a sound understanding of the
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By the time you read this it is quite likely that BVRLA (British Vehicle Rental and
Leasing Association) member fleets will exceed 4.25 million vehicles for the first
time ever. If this rate of growth continues, the total fleet could reach five million in
the next 18 months or so which is double the number in 2008.

This remarkable success story no doubt owes a lot to the recovery in th UK
economy since the financial crisis, and to the ability of BVRLA members to both
stimulate demand and to meet that demand. This article will explore the figures in
more detail and try to provide some lessons for other fleet markets.
The BVRLA carries out its most detailed survey of member fleets once a year and
asks members for trends in the interim. At the end of last year BVRLA members
funded and managed 3,856,747 vehicles, from cars to heavy commercial vehicles
and for consumers, SMEs and large fleets across the UK.
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Outsourcing wins fans
The
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In contrast, contract hire growth hit record levels, which shows the enduring
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The BVRLA statistics also show that its members managed increasing numbers of
cars under fleet management contracts, which have been rising steadily. No doubt
the reason for the success of this product was the same as for contract hire: the
continued growth in businesses recognising the power of outsourcing.
In the most recent survey carried out this year, BVRLA members reported that
contract hire had continued to grow at the same speed as in 2014, which suggests
that by the end of this year there will be more than 1.6 million contract hire vehicles
in the UK. These figures offers great ammunition to fire back at those who say “the
company car is dead”.
Contract hire is popular because it appeals to so many different parts of the
market – from public sector and the biggest corporate right down to the SME – and
also because it delivers real cost benefits to most clients compared with outright
purchase.
A client that wants to do a quick evaluation of the benefits – comparing the rental
costs over three years against the depreciation if they buy outright and maintain
the car themselves – will usually find that contract hire is cheapest. And if they
decide to do a more detailed evaluation – taking into account every cash flow likely
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leasing provides the ideal solution: renting rather than owning, but just for a longer
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do either because of special deals direct with manufacturers or because they are
particularly adept at identifying and promoting the best deals on offer from the
leasing companies. Personal contracts currently account for 33% of the fleet of
cars placed by brokers with contract hire companies in the UK, probably because
brokers tend to do a high percentage of business with SMEs where the business is
operated as a sole trader or partnership rather than a company.
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Success in this segment of the UK market has therefore come from a combination
of factors. These include the trend for leasing companies to build specialist teams
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of LCV experts who better understand the needs of customers in this sector. In
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into a fixed term commitment and handing back the vehicle at the end, rather than
buying outright and retaining the flexibility about how long to hold on to it.

Taken overall, the figures reported by the BVRLA show how very strongly the
industry has bounced back since the recession, suggesting that it is now powering
ahead and with few obstacles in sight. This revved up performance is no accident,
however. Rather, it is the result of careful analysis of what customers want,
shrewd pricing strategies, and a willingness to invest time and money in delivering
innovative new solutions.
The UK fleet market thus provides lessons from which some European leasing
companies can learn a lot.
Colin Tourick, Grant Thornton Professor of Automotive Management at the
University of Buckingham. Colin is a management consultant, 35-year leasing
industry veteran and the former MD of Citibank’s fleet leasing business.

So you want to improve your pre-tax
profits?
Well, you might decide to introduce a new IT
system that would allow you to do more
things, introduce more products and be more
effective than before - at a cost, of course. Or
you might introduce a new qualitymanagement system or increase your
salesforce or cut overheads or other costs.
These are the ‘levers of profit’, the aspects of
your business that you can change to
generate more profit.
Generally speaking, if you pull one of these
levers it will have a modest effect on your
bottom line. You can often generate a much
bigger impact, with much less disruption to
the business, by changing your pricing policy.
If you can implement a successful pricing
change you will improve your volumes and
margins simultaneously, with little disruption
and at little or no cost. Do it successfully and
you will enjoy the benefits immediately,
without generating a negative response from
staff or clients. Pricing is the most powerful
lever of profit.
In previous Pricing Reviews we have looked

at the steps that asset finance companies
have taken to develop their businesses and in
particular how they have improved (or might
improve) their pricing. In this article we will
move beyond that and set out an action plan
for asset finance companies that want to
improve their pricing. The steps to follow are:
diagnosis; decision; preparation; get buy-in;
trial; implement and monitor.
1. Diagnosis
First, have a look at the way business is
priced at the moment. How are prices
calculated? Is it done centrally or by
individual salespeople? What insights are
gained from the market to help guide pricing?
Have a look at the range of prices quoted for
the same type of business to the same type
of customer; are they similar? If there is a
wide variation you have prima facie evidence
that something is going wrong.
Which customers get the lowest prices and
why? What costs are incurred as a result of
discounting or other giveaways, e.g. giving
away costly contractual points during the
negotiation? Do the most valuable clients get
the biggest discounts? When pressed by a
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